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FFEE-FLIGHT INVESTIGAION AT 

K4CH NUMBEZS FROM 0.8 TO 1. 'j OF T9E EFFECT OF 

OF A 52.5O Sl.IEP!IBUK-?~7ING-B#Y CONFIGm4TLON 

By Shemood Hoffman 

Two rocket-propelled mdels were  flight-tested at Mach numbers 
from 0.8 to 1.5 to dete--ne the effect of' a fuselage  indentation on 
the dreg of 8 52.5O sweptback-wing-body  cor-figuration  with t w o  large 
strut-mounted  stores  symmetricelly  located  above  end  below  the  fuselage. 
The  fuselage bd a symmetrical, mch number 1.0 indentation  designed  to 
cancel  the  wing  area nonncl to  the glme of  syrmr,etry.  The  indentation 
reduced  the  total drag of  the  configuration  at  high  subsonic and low 
supersonic  speeds  but  increased  the  totel drag at Wch numbers  above 1.28. 
The  agreement  obtained  between  the  neasured  end  theoreticel  (suzersonic 
&rea rde) pressure  drags  ranged  from  good f o r  the  models  without  stores 
to  poor  for  the  models  with  stores. 

I m O D U C T I O N  

This pzper  presents  tine  results of a free-flight  irvestigation 
which  was  conaucted  to  determine  the  effect of a fuselage  indentation 
on the  zero-lift  drag of z sweptback-wing-body  codiguration  with a 
relatively  large  store  mounted  below  the fusehge. Tk fuselage wss 
indented  synmetrically  to  cancel only the  wing  cross-sectlonal  areas 
normal to  the  axis of syrncetry in  order  to  minimize  the  sonic brag rise 
(ref. 1) of the  wing-body  combination.  The  store  xes  strut-mounted 
parellel  to  the body exis in  the  region  of  the  indentation  and ir- a 



plme perpendicular  to  the  wing  plane. A second  store  was  mounted  on 
the  opposite  side  of  the  fiselege  in  order  to mke the  model  symmetrical 
end  thereby to maintain  flight  at  zero  lift.  In a previous  investiga- 
tion  (ref. 2), the  effect  on  drag of mounting e. partially  submerged  store C 

in  the  region of the  fuselage  indentation  was  determined  for  this  same 
wing-body  combination.  Reference 3 presents  the  effect of' e. similar 
f'uselage  indentation  on  the  dreg  of a sweptback-wing-body  configuration 
with  external  stores  tested  in  varlous  positions  on  the  wing. 

4 

The  configurations  were  rocket-propelled  vehicles  tested through e 
range of Mach  number  from 0.8 to 1.5 and  corresponding  Reynolds  number, 
based  on  wing  mean  aerodynamic  chord,  from  about 5 X 10 to 14 X 10 . 
The  comparisons  presented  include  data  from  previous  tests  (ref's. 4 
and 5 )  end theoretical  pressure  drags  that  were  computed by using  the 
linearized,  supersonic  area-rule  theory  of  reference 6. 
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X stetion  meesured  from  fuselage  nose,  ft 

Y elevetior- w l e  of flight  path,  deg 

MODELS 

A list of the  models  tested,  including  six mdels used in the 
investigetions  of  references 4 and 5, end  their  desigmtions  are  given 
in  table I. Details  and  dimensions of the wing-body-store  configure- 
tions  are  presented  in  figure 1 anti  tables I1 to VI. The normal cross- 
sectional-area  distribukior-s end photographs  of  the  models  are shown in 
figures 2 ar?d 3, resgectively. 

A11 the  models  were  symetrical  configuratiors  for  the zero- l i f t  
ztti-lude.  Model A consisted of a 52.5' sweptback  wing, a pzrebolic 
fuselage, a pair  of  strut-mounted  stores  that  were  attached  separately 
above  and  below  the  fuselage,  and four stabilizing  fins  as  is shown 
in  figure  l(a).  The  fuselage W I S  f o m d  fron  two  parabolas  of  revolu- 
tion  joined at the  mxi-nnun  diameter  (ko-percer~t  station)  and  had  en 
overell  fineness  ratio  of 10. The  wing,  which w a s  mounted  symmetrically 
about  the  body  center  line,  had an engle  of  sweepbeck of 52.5O along  the 
querter-chord  line, e. totel aspect  ratio  of 3.0, a taper  ratio  of 0.2, 
ersd en  N4CA 65~004 airfoil  section  in  the  free-streern  directton. The 
stores had a fineness  ratio  of 8.57, a length  equal  to 1.16 times  the 
length of the  wing  xean  serodycamlc chord, and four equally  spaced  fins. 
The  stores  were  0.10-scele  nodels of the 150-gallon  Douglas  Aircreft 
Company  store  (ref. 7) .  The  center  of  gravity  of  each  store  was  located 
longitudinally  et  the  52.5-percent  fuselage  stekion  and  the minimum 
vertical  distance  between  the  store  and  fuselage  was 0.333 of the  mexi- 
mum store  diameter.  The  6-percent-thick  strut  was  similar to the Dougles 
three-hook  shackle  pylon of reference 8 .  The  ratio of frontal  aree of 
the  two  stores  to  the  wiog  ples-form  are=  was 0.0126 m d  the  ratio of 
the  fuselege  frontal mea to  the  wing plan-form aree  wes 0.0606. 

Model B was  identical  to  model A except  lor  the  body  indentation. 
The  fuselage  was  inderted  symmetrically  (eccording  to  the  trznsonic 
=rea  rule of ref. 1) to cancel only the  exposed-wing  cross-sectional 
arezs n o m 1  to the Exis  of  symnetzy.  There  was no incideoce  between 
the  stores,  wings,  and  fuselages  of  the  configurations. 

Models C, D, E, G, end the  isolated  store  vere  tested  originally 
for  the  investigations of references 4 end 5. These mdels correspond 
to the  wicg arld garzbulic  body,  wing  and  icdented body, parzbolic  body 
alone,  the  perebolic  body  with E pair of strut-mourted  stores, and the 
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isolated  store.  (See  table I.) Model F, which  was  tested  as  part of 
the  present  investigation,  was  the  indented  f'uselage  alone. 

TEST T3CHNIQUE 

All the  models  were  tested  at  the  Langley  Pilotless  Aircraft  Research 
Stetion  at  Wallops  Island,  Va.  Each  model  was  boosted  from a zero-length 
lzuncher  to  supersonic  speeds  by a fin-stabilized  6-inch ABL Deacon  rocket 
motor.  Model B and the booster in the  launching  position  are  shown  in 
figure 3 (c) . After  burnout of the  booster  rocket  fuel,  the hi&ter dreg- 
weight  ratio of' the  booster as compared  with  that of the  model  allowed 
the mdel to separate  longitudinally  fron;  the  booster.  Velocity  and 
traJectory  data  were  obtained from the CW Doppler  velocimeter  and  the 
NACA modified ScR-584 radar  tracking  -unit,  respectively. A survey of 
etlrnspieric  conditions  including  winds aloft was  made from an  ascending 
balloon  that  was  released  at  the  time of each  launching. 

DATA RZDUCTIOW AND ANALYSIS 

All date  were  recorded  during  coasting flight BS the  models,  free 
from their  boosters,  decelerated  through  the  Mach  number rages reported. 
The  zero-lift,  total-drag  coefficient of each  model  vas  evaluated  from 
the  expression 

where a was  obtained  by  differentiating  the  velocity-tine curve 
obtei-red from the  velocimeter.  The  values of q zrld y were  obtained 
from  the  measurexents  of  tangential  velocity  and  etxospheric  conditions 
along  eech  trajectory. 

The error in  total-drag  coefficierrt,  besed on %, w&s  estivated 
to  be  less tin +O.OOO7 at  supersonic  speeds  end +0.0010 at  subsonic 
speeds.  The  Mach  nurbers  were  determined  within kO.01 tho-ughout  the 
test  range. 

The experimental pressure-drag  coefficient was obtained  by sub- 
tracting  an  estimeted  total  friction-drag  coefficient  and  the  pressure- 
drag  coefficient of the  four  stabilizing  fins  fron  the  total-drag  coef- 
ficient  at  corresponding Mach nurnbers.  T'ne  friction drcg through  the 
Mach number range we6 determined by adjusting  the  experimental  subsonic . 
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drag  level of each  Eodel  for  Reynolds  number  effect  with  the  use  of  the 
eqwtions of Van Driest  (ref. 9). Also, it wes assumed  t'nat  the  boundary 
layer  over  the  fuselage  and  stores  wes  altogether  turbulent and thet 
transition  occurred  at  the  30-percent-chord  station of the w i n g  and at 
the  SO-percellt-chord  station  of  the  struts  aad  fins. Tie drag of the 
stsbilizing  fins,  which was obtained  from  reference 10, was  assumed  to 
be  the  sane 011 all  models  tested. No adjustments  were  =de  for t ~ e  base 
dreg rise of m-y of' the  models.  Reference 10, however,  indicetes  that 
f o r  afterbodies  similar  to  those  used  herein,  the  base  drag  rise  is of 
the  order of accuracy of the &rag measurenents  End may be  neglected. 

The  theoretical  pressure  drags  vere  computed  by using the  super- 
sonic  area-rule  theory of reference 6 .  The  computatiozl  procedure is 
described  in  reference U. Since  the  models  were  symmetrical, only the 
projected  area  distributions  between Oo an& 90° of roll of the  model 
with  respect to the  inclined  Mach  planes  had  to be considered.  The 
&rea  distributions  of  the mdels (neglecting  stabilizing  fins)  were 
determined  graphically  (see  ref. 12) &nd  corresponded  to  roll  vlgles  of 
Oo, 22.5O, 45O, 67.5', and goo at M = I. 5 .  It had been  assumed  that 
a cylindLer  can  be  added  to  the  base  of  each  model  without  alterixq  the 
drag.  If  this  assumption  were  not  made,  the  solution  would  require 
the  flow  to  fill  the  area  behind  the  base end would  exceed  the  linita- 
tions of the  linearized  theory.  The  Fourier  series  used  for  calculating 
the  pressure  drag  were  evaluated  for 33 hrnonics ,  end plots  of  these 
series  indicated th&t they  were  convergent. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The  Reynolds  number  and  Mach nmber ranges  of  the mdels tested 
In the  present  investigetion end in  the  investlgations of references 4 
and 5 are  presented  in  figure 4. The  present  rcodels  were  tested  through 
a range  of  Mach  number  from  about 0.8 to 1.5 with  correspording  Reynolds 
nxmber  from  approximately 5 x 10 to 14 x 10 bssed on wing aeen  aero- 
dynmic chord.  Except  for the isolated  store,  the  Reyoolds  numbers  for 
the  models of references 4 and 5 are of the same magnitude  as  those of 
the  present  tests Eft corresponding  Mach  numbers. 

6 6 

Total  Drag 

Figure 5 presents a congarison of the  zero-lift,  totzl-drag  coef- 
ficiellts a& friction-drzg  coefficients  of  the  two  wing-boQ-store  models. 
Indenting  the  fuselage  (model B) to camel only K e  wing  cross-sectional 
meas reduced  the  total  drag of the  configwetion  at  high  subsonic  and 
low  supersonic  speeds.  The 0.001 reduction in % near M = 0.9 I s  
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due  almost  entirely to the  difference  in  skin  friction  of  the  models. 
At M = 1.1 the  drag  reduction  due  to  the  indectation is only  slightly 
larger  than  the  reduction  obtained  at  subsonic  s;peeds.  The  comparison 
also  shows  that  the  trmsonic (M = 1.0) indentation  used is ineffective 
above M = 1.28 and  results  in  more  total  drag  than  was  obtained  from 
the  unindented  model. In view  of  the smller volume  of  model B rela- 
tive  to  model A (21: percent  less  fuselage  volume)  and  the  limited  range 
of Mach  number  through  which  the  iodentation  reduced  CD,  it qpears 
that  the  iniiented  model  with  stores has no drag  advantage  over  the 
unindented  nodel  with  stores. 

A breakdown  of  the  drags  of  models A and B is  presented i n  fig- 
ures 6 and 7, resgectively.  For  the  unindented  configurations 
(fig.  6(a)),  the  interference  between  the  wing,  fuselage,  and  stores 
appears  to  be  negligible  through  most  of  the  Mech  number  range. A com- 
parison of the  drag  increments  between  models G m-d E with  the  drag of 
the  isolated  stores  in  figure 6(a) shows  that  the  interference  between 
the  store  end  fuselage  (neglecting  wings)  is  approxircately  zero  at ell 
test  Mach nmbers. When  the  wing is added,  the  interference  effects 
are  altered only slightly as may  be  seen  by  comparing  the incremntal 
dregs  between  models A and C with  those  between  xodels G a ~ c l  E. This 
result  xould be exyected  for  the  present  symmetrical mdels, since  the 
thin  wing  tends  to  act as a reflectfon  plane  (ref. 13) &, es a result, 
does  not  alter  the  flow  field  =bout  the  configuration  eppreciably. When 
t3e  fuselage is indented  to  cancel  the  wing  cross-sectional arees 
(fig.  ?(a>),  the  store-plus-interference  drag  increasee mrkedly at L 

transonic  and  supersonic  speeds. A comperison  of  the  incrercental  drags 
between mdels B and D with  that  of  the  &solated  stores  shows  that  the 
interference  drag  due  to  adding  the  stores  to  the  indented  configuration 
verfes  from 30 percent  to 100 percent  of  the  isolated  store  drag  between 
Mach  numbers 1.0 and 1.5. The  increase  in  ir-terference  relative  to  the 
unindented  configuration  with  stores m y  be  explained  by  the  increased 
suction  forces  acting  on  the  stare  afterbody  due  to  the  flow  expanding 
into  the  region  of  the  indentation.  Also,  t'ne  suction  pressures frm 
the  store  afterbody  result  in 8 higher  interference  drag  when  they  act 
on  the  steeper  body  sloges  of  the  indented  body  thaa  on  the  lover  body 
slopes of the pmabolic  body. 

The  effect of the  indentation  on  the  wing-plus-interference  drag 
also m y  be  seen  in  figures 6 and 7. The increziental  drag  between 
models C and E (fig.  6(a)) shows thet the wing of the  unindented COIL- 
figuration has e drag  coefficient  of  about 0.004 at  subsonic  speed, 
0.006 near M = 1.0, and  about 0.008 &t  supersonic  speeds. A comparison 
of these  values  with  the  wing-plus-interference  drag of the  indented 
configuration  (increment  between  nodels D and F in  fig.  7(a) ) shows 
that  the  transonic  indentation  effectively  cancelled  the  wing  drag  near 
M = 1.0 and  produced a significant  reduction  in  the  incremental  wing 
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dreg at t'ne other  test  Mach  numbers. For the  present  case,  the incienta- 
tion  produced  favorable  interference  effects near M = 1.0 of such 
rmgnitude  as  to  cancel  the wing friction drag as well as  its  pressure 
drag.  These  gains were pertly  offset by the  fect th&t the indentetion 
increased  the  dreg  of  the  fuselage. 

Pressure D r e g  

The  tneoretical  pressure dmgs of the  Eodels  tested  &re  compared 
with the  experixental  pressure  dregs in Plgrzres 8 and 9. m e  friction- 
drag  curves, which were subtracted fro= the totel-drag  curves to give 
ED, are  presented in part (b) of  figures 6 and 7. 

Tie  conparisons  in  figures 8 end 9 show  that  the  agreement between 
the  supersonic  area-rule  theory  end experbent ranged fro= good f o r  the 
xodels  without  stores to poor for the nodels with stores.  The  least 
egreexent  w&s lor m d e l  B where the tineoretical values near M = 1.3 
were about 30 percent  lower than  the experimental values. This differ- 
ence or error  is  ebout  twice  as  greet as  the pressure drag of  the  isolated 
stores. ~n references 3, 14, and 15, wbere stores (o r  nacelles) were 
tested on wings of configurations  having  fuselage  indentatiors,  the  agree- 
ment  between  theory Eu1d experiment  also  varied  erraticelly  from  good to 
poor. It is evident  that  the  area  rule, which is lhearized theory, 
cannot  account  for all the  interference  effects,  especially local inter- 
fereace efj?ects. F r o m  a  qualitative  aspect,  however, the theory  indicates 
E. reduction in pressure drag due to the  indentation on the present wing- 
body  codoinetion with and without t'ne stores et trmsonic speeds  (fig. 8) 
as well as  the  decreasing  effectiveness  of  the  indentation with increasing 
Mach nuqber.  The  comparison  of the normel cross-sectioml-area distribu- 
tions  in  figure 2 indicates  only  the  relative LCD levels of the models 
near M = 1.0. Adding  the  stores to either the iadented or unindented 
boay-ving  coabination  results in a  more  bumpy  Cree  distribution and 
higher  pressure  drag. 

The  pressure  drags  of the models having eq-1 normel cross-sectioml- 
area distributlons  are  conpared in figure 9. The  pressure  drags  of  the 
models with equal are.% agree within 15 percent  at M = 1.0 end  diverge 
with  increasing  Mach  number. Tine supersonic  area-rule  (theoretical) 
values, shown in figwe 9, also divers with iacreasing bkch nmber for 
the  identical  normal  area  models, 'out mderestbmte the  magnitude of 
the  changes by approxhatea ha19 of  the  measured  amounts. 
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CONCLUDING REMAXKS 

The  effect  of a Mach  nunber 1.0 indentation on the  drag  of a 52 .5O 
sweptback  wing-body  configuration  with  two  large  stores  located  syxmet- 
rically  above  and  below  the  fuselsge  was  determined  by  free-flight  tests 
between  Mach  cumbers  of 0.8 and 1.5. Indenting  the  fuselage  for  the 
wing  alone  reduced  the  configuration  total  drag  at  high  subsonic  and low 
supersonic  speeds,  and  increased  the  total  drag  above  Mach  number 1.28. 
The  stores  were  located  in  the  region  of  the  body  indewktion  and 
eqerienced  unfavorable  interference  effects  through  most  of  the Wch 
nmber range.  The  agreeEent  between  the  meesured  pressure  drags  and 
those  calculated  from  supersonic  area-rule  theory  ranged  from good for 
models  without  stores  to  very  poor  for  models  with  stores,  in  which 
case  the  difference  between  experiment esd theory  was  as  nuch as 30 per- 
cent.  Although  the  theoretical  drag  levels  corresponded to the  measured 
levels,  t9e  theory  does  not  account  for  all  the  interfereme  effects, 
especially  local  effects. 

Lezgley  Aeronautical  Laboratory, 
National Advisory  Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley  Field, Va., November 15, 1957. 
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D 

E 

G 

T4XZ I.- MODELS 

Description 

Wing + parabolic body + 2 stores 
Wing + indented  body + 2 stores 
Wing f parebolic body (ref. 5 )  

Wing + indented  body  (ref. 5 )  

Parabolic body (ref. 5) 

Icdented  body 

Parabolic body + 2 stores  (ref. 4) 

Isolated  store (ref. 4) 
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TABLE 11. - C O O R D I N A ~ S  OF LXACA 65~00L AIRFOIL 

Station, 
percent  chord 

0 
- 5  
.75 

1.25 
2.5 
5.0 
7.5 
10.00 
15.00 
20.00 
25.00 
30 .oo 
35-00 
bo. 00 
45.00 
50.00 
55 9 00 
60 .oo 
65.00 
70.00 
75-00 
80.00 
55 .OG 
go. 00 
95 00 
100.00 

Ordinate, 
percent chord 

0 
.311 
.378 
.656 
877 

1.062 
1.216 
1 .k63 
1.649 
1-79 
1.894 
1.962 
1.996 
1.996 
1 - 952 
1.867 
1.742 
1.584 
1.400 
1.193 
.966 
.728 
4 9  
.249 . 009 

.481 

L. E. radius: 0.102 
T. E. radius : 0.010 
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TASLZ 111.- C O 0 r i D I I " Z S  OF FJBABOLIC BODY 

[Stations  measured fmn body nosel 
L 

Station, 
in. 

0 
1 
2 
k 
6 
10 
14 
18 
22 
26 
30 
34 
38 
42 
46 
50 
5k 
58 
62 
65 

J 

Ordinate, 
in. 

0 
.2k5 
.481 
* 923 

1.327 
2.019 
2 - 558 
2.942 
3 - 173 
3 -259 
3 9 233 
3.181 
3 095 
2 975 
2.820 
2.631 

2.149 
1 837 
I. 615 

2.407 
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TABLE IV. - COORDINA!lZS OF BODY WITB INDE-NIXTION 

[Stations  meesured from body nose] 
d 

Station, 
in. 

(a) 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
L6 
L8 

I 65 

Ordinate, 
in. 

(a) 
3.246 
3.176 
3 -073 
2 934 
2.748 
2.619 
2. $55 

2.262 

2.238 

2.292 
2.251 
2.221 
2.149 
2.007 
1.857 
1.698 
1.615 

2.341 

2.243 

2 297 

( E )  Coordinetes  between  stations 0 and 28 
idectical to those of the  parabolic  body 
(table 111) . 

are 

. 
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WBL3 V.- COORDINATES OF STOZE 

[Stetions nleasured fro= store nose 1 1 

Station, Ordimte, 
ir- . 

-35 * 85 I 
1-35 
1.85 
2-35 
2.85 
3 -85 

5-85 
7.65 
9 . Q  
10.45 
11. k5 

13 9 45 

15.45 
16.45 

4.85 

12.45 

14.45 

.170 

.366 - 517 
-633 - 723 - 795 
-905 - 987 

1.041 
1.050 
1.046 
1. or6 
.960 
.880 
.780 
.665 
53s 

.bok 

Trailing-edge radius, 0.100 
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WBL3 VI.- COORDINATES OF STRUT S3CTION 

[Stztions  xeasured from leading  edge] 
c 

Station, 
in. in. 

Ordinate, 

0 
.005 
.020 
.060 
.loo 
.2co 
. Loo 
.600 
.800 

1.001 
3 751 
3.000 

0 
.016 
.030 
.051 
.063 . 090 
.120 
137 
.147 
.150 
.150 

0 

Trailing-edge  radius, 0.019 
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" -I 

Store none 

Model Characterlstica 

Wlng nspaot F ~ E ~ o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Wing taper ra t lo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Wing moan aurodynamtc chord, It..... 
Free-aLraam a lr fo i l . . . . . . . . . . . .  NACA 
Swnspback anele of quarter  chord.... 
Total  wine  planform moa, aq  It..... 
Total sxponud f i n  moa,  sq ft . . . . . . .  
Body Ilnensss   rat lo . . .  .............. 
nodg fronml area, aq ft . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Store flnenesa ratio. . .  ............. 
Total ntore  frontal  ..... sq IL..... 
Strut thlckness ratio. .............. 
Swoopback angla or r u m a g e  finr.... 

t 
A - A  

Typical f i n  nactlon 

L " 4 0 . 5 3 2 " )  

I 
( a) Models A and B. 

Figure 1.- Details and dimensions of the wing-body-store models. Dimensions are  i n  incheg. 4 
P 



I I I_ "5.OO"-I 
0 375 

Store finennsa rat io  .......... ... 8.570 

Strut thickness r a t i o  ...... ...... ,060 
Store f rontd  area. sq ft ........ .O& 

(b) Stru t  and store. 

Figure I. - Concluded. 

" 

c 



NACA RM L57LO4 

0 .I .2 .3 .5 .7 .8 .9 1 .o 1.1 

(a) M&els A, C, &nd E. 

.010 

. clQ6 
A - 
i2 

.od: 

.so2 

0 

X - 
L 

(b) Models B, D, E, F, and G. 

Figure 2.- Normal cross-sectional-=ea distrFbutions of models tested. 



20 NACA RM L57LO4 

( a) Model A. 

( b )  Model B. 

Figure 3 . -  Views of ~ ~ o d e l s  A and B. 

L-57-444 
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Model B and booster on zero-length  launcher. L-87686 

Figure 3.- Concluded. 

P 
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I 
R 

20 

10 

0 
.8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.6 1.7 1.8 

M 

Figure 4.- Variations of Reynolds number with Mach number for models tested and  models of ref- 
erences 4 and 5. Reynolds number based on wing mean aerodynamic  chord adjusted fo r  model 
scale. 

c I 
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. 01 

0 

Y 

Total 

cD,r 

.02 

.01 

n 

&ag. 

.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 2.3 1.6 

Y 

(b) Friction drag. 

Figure 5.- Comparison  of the total-drag  coefficients and friction-drag 
coefficients of wing- body-store models. 
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C 'C  

cD,f 

"" 
A C E 0 

. C?. 

.02 

.01 

0 

.e .9 1 .o 1.1 1.2 1 a 3  1 .I. 1 e 5  1.6 1.7 1.a 
Y 

(a) T o t a l  d.rag. 

.02 

.01 

0 

Y 

(b)  F'riction drag. 
Figure 6.- Comparisons of total-drag  coefficients and friction-drag 

coefficients of models with  original,  parabolic fuselage. 
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NACA RM L57L& 

- 
D 

Y 

.02 

.a1 

0 

(a) Total dreg. 

I 
.8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 r.4 1.5 1.6 1.8 

Y 

(b) Friction drag. 

Figure 7.- Comparisons  of  total-drsg  coefficients and friction-drag 
coefficients  of the models v i th  in&ented fuselage. 
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bpsclnent 
""" Pheorr 

.03 

0 
.3 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6 

Y 

(a) Wing-body-store mdels . 
.03 

.02 

*CQ 

.3i 

0 

Figure 

.a .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 r.5 1.6 

Y 

(b) Whg-body models. 

8.- Effect of fuselage  indentation on measured and 
theoretical  pressure d r a g s .  

4 



NACA FM L57Lo4 

*CD 

.02 

.01 

n - 
.8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.6. 1.7 1.8 

Y 

(a) Wing-body-store  models. 

.02 

.01 

n 

(b) Wing-body models. 

Figure 9.- Compazisons of the measured and theoretical  pressure 
dregs for models having identical normel cross-sectiongl-mea 
distributions. 

XACA - Langley Fleld. Va. 


